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Computing with words introduced by Zadeh becomes a very important concept in process-
ing of knowledge represented in the form of propositions. Two aspects of this concept –
approximation and personalization – are essential to the process of building intelligent sys-
tems for human-centric computing.
For the last several years, Artiﬁcial Intelligence community has used ontology as a means
for representing knowledge. Recently, the development of a new Internet paradigm – the
Semantic Web – has led to introduction of another form of ontology. It allows for deﬁning
concepts, identifying relationships among these concepts, and representing concrete infor-
mation. In other words, an ontology has become a very powerful way of representing not
only information but also its semantics.
The paper proposes an application of ontology, in the sense of the Semantic Web, for devel-
opment of computing with words based systems capable of performing operations on
propositions including their semantics. The ontology-based approach is very ﬂexible and
provides a rich environment for expressing different types of information including per-
ceptions. It also provides a simple way of personalization of propositions. An architecture
of computing with words based system is proposed. A prototype of such a system is
described.
 2008 Published by Elsevier Inc.1. Introduction
Computing with words (CW) introduced by Zadeh in [46] has emerged as an attractive paradigm providing foundations
for performing calculations on linguistic terms. It represents a new and attractive way of dealing with two different aspects
of intelligent systems: an interface between a user and a system; and a process of manipulating information represented in
non-numerical forms.
The concept addressing processing of non-numerical information is especially interesting. It provides basis for building
systems able to deal with information in a human-like way. In such case, understanding of words, knowing relations existing
among different components of a sentence, and identifying connections among relevant facts and pieces of knowledge are
necessary for building comprehensive environment for computations using words and concepts.
In this context, a usage of ontology seems to be very appropriate. The idea of ontology is known for centuries. In meta-
physics, an ontology is associated with studies of the nature of being, reality, and substance. In information technology, an
ontology represents a method used to formulate an exhaustive and rigorous conceptual schema about a speciﬁc domain. One
of the most important developments in a process of popularization of ontology is related to the Semantic Web [2]. The con-
cept of the Semantic Web have led to the introduction of a unique way an ontology is deﬁned and used. An ontology, in they Elsevier Inc.
rmat).
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concepts; and the ontology instance (the instances layer) which is the instantiation of the conceptual layer.
The relations existing among different words/concepts, together with their meanings are very important. In a ‘‘human
world” words are not ‘‘isolated”. A person takes for granted the fact that he/she knows a lot of ‘‘connections” among all words
known to him/her. In this case, ontology can ‘‘simulate” a more realistic, or shall we say more human-like, scenario for
understanding and processing information represented by words. Ontology with its ability to represent many different con-
nections among words creates an environment suitable for:
 deﬁning meanings of words;
 deﬁning and identifying information relevant to words;
This paper proposes an integration of the CW paradigm with the concept of ontology as deﬁned above. The idea of com-
bining CW and ontology is the consequence of a simple fact that words are linked to the concepts they represent. A similar
situation exist in the case of ontology where instances are linked to deﬁnitions of concepts. Therefore, utilization of ontology
instances for representing words seems natural. Additionally, ontology provides a very convenient way of deﬁning relations
between concepts and instances. An ontology deﬁning generalized constraints (the core of CW paradigm, Section 2.1) is pro-
posed, constructed, and used to build a prototype of CW-based system.
A short description of the CW paradigm is presented in Section 2. It contains a description of fundamental ideas of CW,
and some results of work related to CW. Section 3 and Section 4 are dedicated to ontology. An explanation of ontology and
instances is included in Section 3, and Section 4 focuses on rules and fuzziness added to ontology. The application of ontology
to represent Explanatory Database, which is the core element of CW, is explained in Sections 5 and 6. Section 5 describes the
architecture of Explanatory Ontology, while Section 6 focuses on a process of its construction. The following Sections 7 and 8
introduce details of a CW-based system. Its architecture and a prototype are described there. The paper contains a number of
illustrative examples of deﬁnitions and instances of fuzzy constraining ontology, fuzzy general constraints ontology, and
rules.
2. Computing with words
2.1. Basic concepts
CW is associated with processing of natural language-based information, as well as knowledge acquisition, representa-
tion, and processing. CW is based on the application of ‘‘fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic to address issues of ambiguity and impre-
cision in everyday human activities and possibly in information processing of constructed intelligent systems” [39]. The fact
that CW is able to deal with words and propositions that do not represent crisp measurements but individual’s perceptions
of the real world is very unique and important.
The fundamental concept of CW is related to application of propositions expressed in a natural language. In this case,
knowledge is expressed in the form of a constraint on one or more implicit variables. The ﬁrst phase of the CWmethodology
focuses on translating these propositions into a computer manipulable language. The second phase focuses on a goal directed
manipulation of these propositions. This phase can be seen as a kind of inference process. This inference process is based on a
constraint propagation mechanism. The result of this second phase is a proposition providing a constraint on a variable of
interest. The ﬁnal phase of CW is retranslation; here, a statement in a computer manipulable language is converted into
an appropriate statement in natural language.
As it has been stated above, a constraint plays a pivotal role in CW. Zadeh introduced the concept of generalized con-
straint in the form:X isr R: ð1Þ
The constraint has two components – R is a constraining relation, and X is the constrained variable. The symbol isr represents
a variable that deﬁnes the way in which R constrains X. Depending on the value of this variable, the role of R is determined.
The values of r with their meanings are as follow:
e: equal (abbreviated to =);
d: disjunctive (possibilistic)
m: veristic
p: probabilistic
c: probability value
u: usuality
rs: random set
rfs: random fuzzy set
fg: fuzzy graph
ps: rough set (Pawlak set)
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expression X is R, where R is a fuzzy relation which constrains X by playing the role of the possibility distribution.
A collection of relations X isr R is called explanatory database (ED). The relations deﬁned in ED are very generic – they
deﬁne relations without specifying any details regarding their concrete utilization. When the speciﬁcs are given, then ED
is said to be instantiated and is denoted EDI [45].
2.2. Related work
In a short period of time the paradigm of CW has become a very important topic of ongoing research activities affecting
many issues related to intelligent systems. Edited volumes with papers describing the results of research in the area of CW
have been already published, for example, [48,39], and [26]. A substantial number of papers dedicated and related to CW
appear in international journals and conferences every year.
CW research activities embrace a wide range of topics. One can ﬁnd CW-related papers dedicated to natural language pro-
cessing, approximate reasoning, and interfacing between a user and a CW-based system. There are also papers that focus on
linguistic and numerical aspects of CW, as well as on computational models.
The issue of using speciﬁc input formats for CW was tackled in the paper by Qiua [28]. The approach presented
there looked at possibilities of inputting strings of words (probability distributions over input alphabet) to a number
of computational models, such as probabilistic ﬁnite automata, probabilistic Turing machines, and probabilistic context-
free grammars. The work related to this topic was reported in [40] and [44] where fuzzy ﬁnite automata, fuzzy Turing
machines, fuzzy regular grammars, and fuzzy contextfree grammars with strings of words as the input were
investigated.
The computing techniques and reasoning processes are critical aspects of CW. Application of approximate reasoning tech-
niques to CW were investigated in [8] and [42]. An interesting discussion about qualitative reasoning can be found in [9]. In
[7], the authors looked at the application of fuzzy arithmetics instead of fuzzy logic as the main computational principle for
CW. Another approach was related to an application of automata to perform computations ([44] above). There is also work
dedicated to the issues of uncertainty [32], cognition [20], and computational semiotic [29].
An output generation process is also an important aspect of CW. The retranslation stage in the CW paradigm can be for-
mulated as a multicriteria decision problem [43]. In this case, a number of criteria can be used in the process of selecting the
most suitable retranslation.
Importance and suitability of the CW paradigm can be supported by its ability to solve some real-life problems. A number
of applications has been already reported:
 for the automatic text documents categorization [49], and information retrieval [22] by offering better processing of sub-
jective descriptors, and by providing the user with a tool of understandable language based on words [3];
 for representing the popular group decision making rules by extending them to traditional fuzzy preference relations [21];
 for designing fuzzy controllers by applying fuzzy Lyapunov synthesis, which is a computing with words version of clas-
sical Lyapunov synthesis [24,50];
 for classiﬁcation purposes via translating the natural language descriptions for bone age assessment [1];
 for measuring the information quality of Web sites and generating linguistic recommendations [17].
Development of suitable knowledge representation models also draws attention of researchers. A new (proportional) 2-
tuple fuzzy linguistic representation model for CW, which is based on the concept of ‘‘symbolic proportion” was proposed in
[41]. The linguistic information was represented by means of 2-tuples, which are composed by two proportional linguistic
terms. Fuzzy conceptual graphs as a knowledge representation language were proposed in [4]. Fuzzy conceptual graphs were
formulated as a generalization of conceptual graphs where fuzzy types and fuzzy attribute-values are used in place of crisp
types and crisp attribute-values. Projection and join as basic operations for reasoning on fuzzy conceptual graphs were de-
ﬁned, taking into account the semantics of fuzzy set-based values.
The issues of rule extraction, knowledge representation, and approximate reasoning based on Type 2 formulas for CW
were highlighted in [36]. In [37], the proposal for using Type 2 fuzziness for knowledge representation and approximate rea-
soning for CW was further described. The emphasis was put on the ability to capture varying degrees of meaning for words,
and to generate Fuzzy Disjunctive and Conjunctive Canonical Forms.
The topic of building CW-based systems and frameworks supporting their development is being addressed in just a few
papers. One of them is [38], where a linguistic dynamic system for CW was built by fusing procedures and concepts from
several different areas: Kosko’s geometric interpretation of fuzzy sets, Hsu’s cell-to-cell mappings in nonlinear analysis,
equi-distribution lattices in number theory, and dynamic programming in optimal control theory. Among other three papers
related to this topic [16,23], and [14], the last one is of a special interest. It proposed a framework that was built as a network
of objects that contained generic and fuzzy objects with some interaction among them.
The work presented in this paper enhances capabilities of performing CW by merging it with an ontology. A very impor-
tant and innovative aspect of this approach relies on the fact that an ontology allows for representing semantics of words via
deﬁnitions of concepts and different types of relations among them.
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The term ontology is used in two different ways representing two different things. In its ﬁrst usage – Philosophical Ontology
– an ontology is a description of reality in terms of classiﬁcation of reality [30]. In its second usage – Ontology and Information
Systems – an ontology deals with a taxonomy of terms that describe a certain area of knowledge. In this context, the most
popular deﬁnition says that ‘‘an ontology is a speciﬁcation of a conceptualization” [13]. This deﬁnition indicates that ontol-
ogy can be used for building conceptual nets equipped with a structure representing mutual relationships among the con-
cepts. Because ontologies do more than just control a vocabulary, they are thought of as knowledge representations. This
aspect of ontology has been fully utilized for providing fundamentals for a new concept of Internet – the Semantic Web.
3.1. Ontology in the semantic web
The ultimate goal of the Semantic Web is to deliver a new Internet providing an environment more suitable for automatic
data discovery and service providing. It has become obvious that in order to make this possible a new way of representing
information and knowledge is needed. The main requirement was to make this representation suitable for software agents to
read and understand any information that exists on the Internet. In this case, an ontology has been adopted as the main and
only way of representing any information and knowledge on the web. The most important aspect of ontology used for the
Semantic Web applications is related to identifying two ontology layers: the ontology deﬁnition layer, and the ontology in-
stance layer.1
3.1.1. Ontology deﬁnition
The ontology deﬁnition layer represents a framework used for establishing a structure of ontology and for deﬁning con-
cepts existing in a given domain. A structure of ontology is built based on a relation isa between concepts. This relation rep-
resents a subClassOf connection between a superclass concept and a subclass concept. In such a way, a hierarchy of concepts
is built. This hierarchy is a partially ordered set of concepts, and the resulted ontology is a directed acyclic graph.
Additionally, the ontology deﬁnition contains detailed descriptions of all concepts of ontology. These concepts are deﬁned
using two types of the properties: datatype properties, and object properties. Both of them provide a way for an accurate and
complete description of a concept. The details of both types of properties are presented below:
 datatype property – this type of property focuses on describing features of a concept; datatype properties are used to rep-
resent attributes that can be express as values of such data types as boolean, ﬂoat, integer, string, and many more (for
example, byte, date, decimal, time);
 object property – this property deﬁnes other than isa relationships among concepts (nodes); these relationships follow the
notion of Resource Description Framework (RDF) [15] that is based on a triple subject-predicate-object, where: subject iden-
tiﬁes what object the triple is describing; predicate (property) deﬁnes the piece of data in the object a value is given to; and
object is the actual value of the property; for example, the triple ‘‘John lives in Edmonton” has ‘‘John” as subject, ‘‘lives in”
as predicate and ‘‘Edmonton” as object.
Both types of properties are very important for deﬁning an ontology. The possibility of deﬁning concept attributes and
any relations between concepts creates a very versatile framework capable of expressing complex situations with sophisti-
cated concepts and multiple relationships of different kinds existing among them.
Anexampleof ontologydeﬁnition is shown in Fig. 1. A simple conceptED: Person2 illustrates all aspects of ontologydeﬁnition.
The hierarchy is represented by a relationship isa: the concept ED:Student is a subclass of the concept ED:Person, and at the same
time it is a superclass for the concepts ED: ElementarySchoolStudent, ED:JuniorHighSchoolStudent, ED:HighSchoolStudent, and
ED:UnversityStudent. Each of the concepts is described by a number of properties. The datatype properties of the concept ED:Person
are ED:lastName of type string, and ED:ageof type ﬂoat. Aswe can see,most of the properties that deﬁned the concept ED:Person are
object properties.3 These properties deﬁne relationships that exist between the concept ED:Person and other concepts deﬁned in
the ontology. The object properties ED:hasChild and ED:hasParent indicate that an instance of ED:Person can have a relationship
ED:hasChild with another instance of the ED:Person, and a relationship ED:hasParent with yet another instance of the ED:Person.
Another objectpropertyED:liveIn links an instanceof ED:Personwith an instanceof the conceptED:Location that couldbe Edmonton
or London, or any other city that is an instance of the concept ED:Location. Other properties include:
 ED:likes that allows for representing what a person who is ‘‘deﬁned” by the concept ED:Person likes – in this case, the links
will lead to instances of the concept product:Product;1 According to the terminology adopted by the Semantic Web community, the term ‘‘instance” has been replaced by the term ‘‘individual”. For the purpose of
clarity, the term instance – similar to the term instantiated – is used throughout the paper.
2 The preﬁx ED has been assigned to this ontology at the time it was imported to Protege – a tool used for ontology construction. The ED stands for
Explanatory Database, and can be treated as an ontology identiﬁer. Other preﬁxes that can be seen in the paper are: f: (for fuzzy), f_constraint:, namebook:,
product:, school:, location:.
3 The object property has the keyword ‘‘Instance” in the node description, Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Example of ontology deﬁnition.
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instance of it (two instances are male and female) can be associated with the instance of ED:Person;
 ED:ﬁrstName links ED:Personwith one of instances of the concept namebook:Names – this allows for indicating a ﬁrst name
of the ED:Person.
3.1.2. Ontology instance
Once the ontology deﬁnition is constructed, its instances can be built. It means that the properties of concepts are ﬁlled
out with real data – values are assigned to datatype properties, and links to instances of other concepts are assigned to object
properties. An example of ontology instance is presented in Fig. 2. The center of the graph is occupied by the entry John that
is the instance of ED:HighSchoolStudent.4 John has a number of relationships with other instances: the relationship ED:studyIn
with the instance QueenElizabeth, and the relationship ED:ﬁrstName with the instance namebook:John The namebook:John is the
instance of the concept namebook:Names, and by itself it has the relationship namebook:forGender with the instance name-
book:Male. The instance John also have datatype properties ED:lastName equals to Smith, and ED:age equals to 16.
3.2. Ontology and knowledge base
The description of the sample ontology instance presented in Fig. 2 reveals very interesting features of the presented con-
cept of ontology. We can easily notice that the focal point John – the instance of the concept ED:HighSchoolStudent – is well
‘‘explained” and ‘‘connected” with other elements of ontology.
One of the most important aspects of the presented concept of ontology is its ability to represent relations. Any concrete
piece of information that is an instance of a concept brings with itself all the relations and links that exist between this infor-
mation and its deﬁnition, and between this information and other concepts. An integration of deﬁnitions and instances con-
stitutes a knowledge base. This knowledge base contains all deﬁnitions of concepts, their instances, and relationships among
them. The application of ontology for information representation brings a number of important beneﬁts. These beneﬁts can
be expressed by the ability:
 to comprehensively deﬁne concepts; each concept is deﬁned by an arbitrary number of
 concept attributes that are concept properties represented by simple data types (integers, ﬂoats, characters)
 RDF relationships that are properties representing relations between pairs of concepts4 An instance of a given class is identiﬁed by a connection io between an instance and its deﬁnition.
Fig. 2. Example of ontology instance (white boxes represent deﬁnitions of concepts, gray boxes represent instances).
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‘‘instance of”) links;
 to deﬁne hierarchy of concepts, such hierarchy is built using isa relationships representing relations class-superclass
among concepts.
These three abilities mean that ontology can be used as a framework that allows for deﬁning semantics of information.
Any piece of information (a word) can be easily linked with its deﬁnition, as well as with relevant concepts and words.
3.3. Ontology languages
The development of the presented concept of ontology has initiated an intensive work on extensions of Web markup lan-
guages so they can represent ontology deﬁnitions and instances. As the result of these works, a number of XML-based lan-
guages have been proposed: XML Schema,5 RDF6 that stands for Resource Description Framework [15], and RDF Schema [6].
RDF Schema in particular is recognized as an ontology representation language. However, it is a primitive language, and new5 <http://www.w3.org/XML/Schema>.
6 <http://www.w3c.org/RDF>.
Fig. 3. Example of ontology instance in OWL language.
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guage (DAML7), and OIL (Ontology Inference Layer) [10] that has been developed by a group of European researchers.8 Eventu-
ally, both these languages have been merged to create DAML+OIL [18]. The newest, and so far the most powerful, language is
Web Ontology Language – OWL. OWL is a revision of DAML+OIL language [31].
Fig. 3 is an example of OWL speciﬁcation of the ontology instance shown in Fig. 2. The top section of this speciﬁcation is
the namesapce that identiﬁes localizations of deﬁnitions of all data types and concepts used in the ontology instance. This is
important for truly opened and distributed environment supporting creation of new ontologies. This fact alone means that at
the time of building an ontology we can use deﬁnitions deﬁned in other ontologies that can be located anywhere on the web.
Thanks to that it is possible to build a distributed knowledge base where deﬁnitions of concepts can span over a number of
geographically distributed ontologies.
4. Ontology: beyond simplicity
4.1. Ontology and rules
It has been shown [19] that the OWL has limitations in the case of representing relations between complex properties.
This has been overcome by putting together OWL and a rule language. As the result of that, the Semantic Web Rule Language
(SWRL) has been introduced [19,27]. It combines OWL with RuleML (the sub-language of Rule Markup Language).
In SWRL, a rule axiom consists of an antecedent (body) and a consequent (head). The basic element of both antecedent
and consequent is an atom. SWRL identiﬁes ﬁve basic atoms that are built based on concepts deﬁned in ontology. The atoms
are:
 C(x) – is used to check if a given instance x is the instance of concept C, for example, PersonðJohnÞ represents an atom that
checks if John is the instance of the concept Person;
 P(x,y) – allows for checking if two instances x and y are related to each other via a property P, for example, liveInðJohn;
EdmontonÞ is ‘‘looking” at the existence of the property liveIn between the instances John and Edmonton;
 Q(x,z) – veriﬁes if a data property Q of instance x has a value z, for example, lastNameðJohn; SmithÞ;
 sameAs(x,y) – holds if instances x and y are the same;
 differentFrom(x,y) – holds if instances (individuals) x and y are different;
All atoms presented above can be used with variables instead of instances (x,y) and values (z). In this case, the atom
Pðx; yÞ can be used in the following way – liveInð?a; EdmontonÞ, and it would represent a question: who lives in Edmonton?
Using the SWRL together with ontology, it is possible to build rules based on object properties of the concepts deﬁned in
this ontology. An example of such a rule is presented in Fig. 4.7 <http://www.daml.org>.
8 <http://www.ontoknowldege.org/oil>.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 4. Ontology-based rule: (a) its informal ‘‘human readable” form, (b) and RDF graph form.
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ED:Person. The following atom is ED:ﬁrstName(?ED:x, ?namebook:n) that is of the type P(x,y). An object property ED:ﬁrstName
of the concept ED:Person (Fig. 2) is used here, and it deﬁnes the triple hED:Person, ED:ﬁrstName, namebook:Namesi. Therefore,
this atom returns as the result a set of tuples hx; yi where x represents a person from the set of persons identiﬁed by the ﬁrst
atom, and y is an element of the set of names. The third atom namebook:forGender(?namebook:n, ?namebook:g) is of type
P(x,y) and is based on the triple hnamebook:Names, namebook:forGender, namebook:Genderi. It ﬁnds out all instances of name-
book:Names that are in the relation with instances of the concept namebook:Gender (there are only two instances here: name-
book:male and namebook:female). In other words the antecedent ﬁnds, based on a person’s name, if the person is female or
male. The consequent of the rule is the atom ED:gender(?ED:x, ?namebook:g) that ‘‘links” instances of the concept ED:Person
with instances of the concept namebook:Gender.
4.2. Ontology and fuzziness
In many cases knowledge is imprecise and ambiguous, and there are multiple ways of representing it. Among all of
them fuzziness has gained popularity. In fuzziness everything can be, or is, a matter of degree, i.e., we do not deal with
a crisp yes/no but also with everything that is between. So, if we talk about a relation between two concepts, we can talk
about a relation that exists to some degree – we talk about a fuzzy relation. Because of that, it is important to look how
fuzziness could be incorporated with ontology. A number of interesting approaches has been proposed in recently pub-
lished papers.
One of the approaches that focuses on ﬁnding fuzzy relations between ontology concepts is based on processing text
documents using data mining techniques such as clustering or classiﬁcation. Some of the work done in this area is pre-
sented in [5] and [35]. In [5], fuzzy ontology is used for news summarization. The meaningful terms from Chinese news
are collected and then classiﬁed according to reported events. Based on the classiﬁcation of terms, a fuzzy membership
value representing a degree of relevance to a speciﬁc concept is assigned to each event. A fuzzy ontology is created to
capture all the generated fuzzy relations. The fuzzy ontology is then used by an agent to summarize the news. In [35],
the authors propose a framework called FOGA (Fuzzy Ontology Generation frAmework) which is used to automatically
generate fuzzy concept hierarchy for a given domain. In this framework, uncertain information is clustered into conceptual
clusters using fuzzy conceptual clustering technique. A fuzzy hierarchy of concepts is then generated automatically using
formal deﬁnitions of concepts.
A different view at fuzzy ontology is adopted by researchers who try to deﬁne a more formal way of introducing fuzzy
information into ontology. The work reported in [34] and [33] proposes f-SHOIDðDÞ that is a fuzzy version of the formal
deﬁnition of Description Logic in OWL DL – SHOIDðDÞ. The authors show howSHOIDðDÞ concepts can be extended to
represent fuzzy logic deﬁnitions of t-norm, t-conorm, negation and implication. Additionally in [33], they propose a reason-
ing procedures for f-SHOIDðDÞ, as well as a process of mapping f-SHOIDðDÞ into a fuzzy version of OWL, called f-OWL.
[12] describes a simple approach of representing fuzzy membership values using the formal OWL language. It should be
added that in the case of this approach, fuzzy ontology is usually created manually to describe fuzzy logic deﬁnitions and
fuzzy relations.
The work presented in this paper follows the later approach in which we manually create fuzzy ontology. Similarly to the
work reported in [12], we use formal OWL language to describe fuzzy logic concepts. However, our fuzzy ontology (see Sec-
tion 6 for details) is capable of representing not only fuzzy membership values, but also fuzzy terms and fuzzy variables.
Additionally, our fuzzy ontology is designed to interact with a reasoning engine that uses FuzzyJ library to reasoning about
vague information.
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5.1. Motivation
The generalized constraint, as deﬁned in the CW paradigm, is represented as X isr R. A simple instance of this generalized
constraint is a proposition John is about 16 years old. For any human, this simple sentence brings information that John is a
male, that he is young and goes to a high school. For people who knows John better, this sentence ‘‘invokes” other informa-
tion, for example, about John’s parents, a place where John lives, details of a high school he goes to. This means that the
semantics of the sentence is quite rich and the sentence alone brings a lot of information that is not explicitly expressed.
If a query is made about John – a possible answer and its correctness depend on the amount information that is known
to a person or system being asked.
5.2. Concept
The richness and ﬂexibility of deﬁnitions and instances of ontology have led to the idea of application of ontology for rep-
resenting propositions for CW purposes. In the proposed approach, deﬁnitions of constraints X isr R constitute an ontology.
This ontology contains deﬁnitions of variables X, as well as deﬁnitions of constraining relations R. Due to the fact that this
ontology resembles an Explanatory Database [47], it is named an Explanatory Ontology.
An important advantage of utilization of ontology is that deﬁnitions of variables and constraining relations that are parts
of Explanatory Ontology can be easily personalized. In this case, instances (individuals) of deﬁnitions of concepts represent
perceptions of a single person, or a group of people who share the same perceptions.
5.3. Architecture of explanatory ontology
The paper proposes an ontological framework capable of representing general constraints. The architecture of the proposed
ontological framework is presented in Fig. 5. AnExplanatoryOntology that contains constraints is built usingmultiple ontologies.
There are two sets of ontologies that constitute the Explanatory Ontology: domain ontologies, and constraining ontologies.
Each constraining ontology is built based on so called a relation ontology. The relation ontology deﬁnes basic elements of a
given type of relation. It contains a set of concepts that are associated with these elements. In general, a number of different
relation ontologies can be deﬁned and used. For example, it could be a possibilistic (fuzzy) ontology, a veristic ontology, a
probabilistic ontology, or any other ontology representing required way of constraining X (Section 2.1). In other words, selec-
tion of a speciﬁc relation ontology is equivalent to selection of a speciﬁc value of r of the symbol isr in the constraint X isr R.
Constrained variables X can be also built based on variables deﬁned in a relation ontology. A relation ontology is used to
build a constraining relation ontology. This ontology deﬁnes constraining relations R of generalized constraints (Eq. (1)) that
can be used to built generalized constraints.
Another important component of any Explanatory Ontology is a set of ontologies representing speciﬁc, for a given appli-
cation, terms and concepts that have to be used. Different domain ontologies can be utilized, for example, an ontology con-
taining deﬁnitions of terms deﬁning and related to a person (Person Ontology), an ontology that embraces concepts required
to deﬁne a city (City Ontology), an ontology deﬁning a speciﬁc occupation (e.g., Computer Engineering Ontology), an ontol-
ogy that can be used to identify a speciﬁc hobby (e.g., Music Ontology), and many others.
In the proposed approach, a single Explanatory Ontology is created by merging all mentioned above ontologies. The pro-
cess of merging is as follows: constrained variables X and constraining relations R are built ﬁrst, then constraints X isr R areinstance instance instance
EOntology
ontologiesspecific
ontology
e.g. fuzzy relation
Relation Ontology
Constraining Ontology
ontology
e.g. fuzzy constraining
ontology
Person
EOntology
Instance #1
EOntology EOntology
Instance #2 Instance #3
Fig. 5. Explanatory ontology – concept.
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single fact from a domain ontology can be linked with multiple constraints X isr R. A detailed example is presented in the
next section.
The application of ontology for representing an explanatory database brings a very simple solution to the very important
aspect of CW – personalization. The process of putting a ‘‘personal touch” to different terms and concepts, and adjusting their
meanings is crucial to provide a truly human-centic computations – better understanding of a user in recognizing his/her
needs, and better representing of a user during his/her interaction with other systems. In the case of Explanatory Ontology
this process means simply a creation of ontology instance. A single Explanatory Ontology can be a ‘‘source” of many in-
stances created by and for many different people.
6. Construction of explanatory ontology
6.1. Relation ontology
In the proposed approach, each type of R (Eq. (1)) is described by a single ontology, called a constraining ontology. This
ontology deﬁnes concepts existing in a given type of R, together with relationships existing among these concepts. This con-
straining ontology is built using a relation ontology. For the illustrative purpose, a simple fuzzy relation ontology is used. Its
core is shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6a illustrates a structure of the ontology. The concepts are arranged according to their superclass–subclass relations.
Fig. 6b, on the other hand, focuses on links among the concepts. The deﬁnition of the term f:FuzzyVariable contains two data-
type properties that deﬁne a range for its universe of discourse (f:discoursestart and f:discourseend), and one object property
f:term that points to the concept f:FuzzyTerm. The deﬁnition of f:FuzzyTerm points to the concept f:FuzzyMemebershipFunction.
This class (concept) is a superclass for three other classes: f:FuzzyMemebershipFunctionZ, f:FuzzyMemebershipFunctionPI, and
f:FuzzyMemebershipFunctionS. Each of these classes has properties that identify characteristic points of a given fuzzy mem-
bership function.
This simple example shows how a fuzzy variable can be created. An instance of the f:FuzzyVariable requires a number of
fuzzy terms, and each fuzzy term requires a name (linguistic label), and details of a membership function associated with it.
6.2. Constraining ontology
A constraining ontology is built in a process of extending a relation ontology. This process means that all the terms and
concepts deﬁned by a given relation ontology can be used and enhanced during development of constraining ontology. The
type of relation ontology used for this process determines the type of constraining ontology.Fig. 6. Fuzzy relation ontology – deﬁnition: (a) a view representing isa relationships among the concepts; (b) a view illustrating a single concept Fuzzy-
MembershipFunction with some of its subclasses and relations with other concepts.
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ontology (Fig. 6). The concept f_constraint: FuzzyConstrainingRelation is deﬁned as the subclass of f:FuzzyTerm. This concept
represents R from the generalized constraint. It can be seen that two fuzzy constraining relations are deﬁned – the f_con-
straint: AgeConstrainingRelation and the f_constraint:ApproximationConstrainingRelation. Each of them has three subclasses,
for example, the f_constraint: AgeConstrainingRelation has the concepts f_constraint: Old, f_constraint: Mid_aged, and f_con-
straint: Young. It has to be said that all concepts of the last row (Fig. 7) are subclasses of the concept f:FuzzyTerm. It means
that each of them is linked to the concept f:FuzzyMembershipFunction (Fig. 6).
Fig. 7 illustrates the process of building a generalized constraint using previously deﬁned concepts. There is the concept
f_constraint:FuzzyConstrainedVariable that represents the component X of constraint (Eq. (1)). It has the object property f_con-
strained: isd that links it with f_constraint:FuzzyConstrainingRelation (and any of its subclasses). This general constraint is
shown in Fig. 7 in the oval.
6.3. Explanatory ontology
A constraining ontology can be used to extend any domain speciﬁc ontology in order to build an Explanatory Ontology.
Multiple ontologies containing terms and concepts related to any area of human’s life and activity can be used here. In this
way, many relations and context dependencies deﬁned by these ontologies become a part of explanatory ontology.
The Explanatory Ontology presented in the paper is built based on the person ontology (Fig. 1). This ontology is extended
by combining it with the fuzzy constraining ontology (Fig. 7). The resulted explanatory ontology is presented in Fig. 8. It can
be seen that the property ED:age is deﬁned differently. In the original person ontology, the property ED:agewas of type ﬂoat,
now ED:age is represented as the object property that links ED:Person to the concept ED:Age that is a fuzzy constrained var-
iable (note, names are case sensitive).Fig. 7. Fuzzy constraining ontology – deﬁnition.
Fig. 8. Explanatory ontology – deﬁnition.
Fig. 9. Explanatory ontology – instance (white boxes represent deﬁnitions of concepts, gray boxes represent instances).
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straint:FuzzyConstrainedVariable that is a subclass of f:FuzzyVariable (see Fig. 7). This means that it has a range – f:discourse-
start and f:discourseend, and a link to the concept f_constraint: FuzzyConstrainingRelation. The concept f_constraint:
FuzzyConstrainingRelation (a subclass of f:FuzzyTerm) is a superclass to a number of possible constraining relations, see
Fig. 7. This means (due to inheritance of concept properties in ontology) that the concept ED:Age has the object property
f_constraint:isd representing a link to any subclass of f_constraint: FuzzyConstrainingRelation. The three relevant subclasses
are f_constrain:Young, f_constrain:Middle_aged, and f_constrain:Old (Fig. 8).
An instance of this sample Explanatory Ontology is presented in Fig. 9. It represents a similar information as the instance
presented in Fig. 2. However, the age of John is presented as a fuzzy constraint. The object property ED: age of the instance
John points to JohnAge which is the instance of the concept ED: Age. The concept JohnAge has a link, f_constraint: isd to the
instance of the node ED: about_16 of the concept f_constraint:About that is a subclass of the concept f_constraint: Approxima-
tionConstrainingRelation (Fig. 7). This relationship deﬁnes the constraint ‘‘JohnAge isd about_16”. Fig. 9 contains one more con-
straint of the type X isd R. It is the constraint ‘‘JohnAge isd young”. In this case, the instance JohnAge is linked via the object
property f_constraint: isd with the instance ED:young. The ED:young is the instance of the concept f_constraint:Young, and is
described by the membership function ED:young_mf of type Z. See Fig. 9 for more details about the constrains X isd R.
7. Ontology-based system for computing with words
7.1. Concept
CW represents a very important and interesting concept of going beyond a simple symbolic computation. Systems built
with CW capabilities will provide a more human-like interface between a user and the system, and a more human-like
behavior of the system. In other words, CW-based systems will be able to ‘‘understand” their users and respond in more
intelligent way to the incoming information and questions.
However, design and development of CW-based systems stumbles on a number of challenges. One of the most important
challenges is related to systems’ ability to understand words. This ability can be translated into a need for accessing knowl-
edge about concepts related to all words entered by a user. Another important challenge is the ability to ﬁnd connections
between concepts related to the entered words and other concepts. This ability would mean ‘‘invoking” all knowledge rel-
evant to these words. Two other challenges: approximation and personalization, are tied to human-like aspects of CW-based
systems. The systems should be able to handle approximate information, i.e., to represent imprecise facts, and to make pre-
dictions based on them. The idea of personalization is related to the systems’ ability to adopt to users’ ‘‘points of view” on
different issues. Both, approximation and personalization, are related to each other. Many aspects of approximation depends
on users’ opinions.
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types of information that CW-based systems should store and access. The information and knowledge accessible to CW-
based systems should contain:
 precise information: this information embraces all facts and knowledge that are correct and accurate;
 approximate information: this information refers to any ambiguous information and to information that is ‘‘equipped” with
uncertainty;
 perceptions: this type of information represents user’s point of view at different facts and statements about the world.
In this context, the proposed Explanatory Ontology (Sections 5 and 6) represents an interesting and important step to-
wards development of CW-based systems. The Explanatory Ontology provides a means to process words not in an isolation,
but within a net of deﬁnitions and relations. Ontological representation gives the abilities to deﬁne meaning of words using
three different resources:
 links between words and their deﬁnitions (or shall we say – links between words and deﬁnitions of concepts that these
words represent);
 a hierarchy of concept deﬁnitions that identiﬁes all concepts related to the concept associated with a given word;
 a set of relations that exist between the concept representing a given word and all other concepts of ontology.
Additionally, the Explanatory Ontology can be combined with a set of rules that are built based on concepts and relations
deﬁned in the ontology. This provides yet another set of capabilities to deﬁne complex relations.
7.2. Architecture and behavior
An architecture of the CW-based system is presented in Fig. 10. The main components of the system are: the Explanatory
Ontology, the Inference Engine, the Personalization Unit, and the Input and Output Interfaces.
The Explanatory Ontology contains information and knowledge known to the system. The ontology is capable of repre-
senting multiple types of general constraints. Besides deﬁnitions of concepts and their instances, the Explanatory Ontology
also contains rules that are built based on these deﬁnitions and instances. These rules are used to infer new pieces of knowl-
edge from information and knowledge already stored in the ontology. Additionally, the system can have rules that are spe-
ciﬁc to used relation ontologies. Overall, the Explanatory Ontology is populated by facts entered to the system, as well as by
facts that have been deduced based on existing facts and rules.
The next important component of the system is the Inference Engine. As it can be seen in Fig. 10, it can be built using a
number of different reasoners suitable for different types of generic constraints. The generic reasoner is used to infer new
facts based on precise information and generic rules. Information and knowledge expressed in approximate form, as well
as perceptions, are used by speciﬁc reasoners that perform their tasks using relation speciﬁc rules. The Inference Engine
should constantly ‘‘monitor” information and knowledge stored in the Explanatory Ontology, and be able to deduce new
facts. Both components of CW-based system – the Explanatory Ontology and the Inference Engine – are ‘‘interacting” with
each other.Unit
REASONERS
INPUT INTERFACE
(tranlation  annotation process)
OUTPUT INTERFACE (retranlation)
Personalization
APPROXIMATE
INFORMATION
PRECISE
INFORMATION
PERCEPTION GENERIC
RULES
RELATION
SPECIFIC
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RELATION SPECIFIC
Information/Knowledge
Explanatory Ontology
Rules
Fig. 10. Explanatory ontology based system for CW.
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user’s point of view. However, the work associated with development of these components is related to separate research
activities. The scope of the paper does not include them. The only note we would like to make about the Input Interface
is that in order for a ontology-based system to work, the Input Interface has to perform annotation of the input with concepts
and instances that already exits in the Explanatory Ontology.
8. Example of ontology-based system for CW
8.1. General description
In order to illustrate a suitability of application of the proposed Explanatory Ontology to build a CW-based system, a sim-
ple prototype of such a system has been constructed. The example included here illustrates a scenario when a simple new
fact about a boy named John: John studies in Queen Elizabeth is entered into the system. This information alone leads to gen-
eration of a number of new facts about John. Additionally, this fact allows a system to answer a non-trivial question:What to
buy for John? that is asked by two individuals who want to buy a gift for John and can spend different amounts of money.
8.1.1. Explanatory ontology
The Explanatory Ontology built for the prototype contains a number of ontologies:
 a fuzzy relation ontology:the core concepts of fuzzy relation ontology are presented in Fig. 6, the ontology contains def-
initions of such concepts are f:FuzzyTerm, f:FuzzyVariable, f:FuzzyMembershipFunction, and f:FuzzyPair; these concepts are
used in a fuzzy constraining ontology to built other concepts; the fuzzy relation ontology is used to deﬁne constrained
variables – elements X (Eq. (1)) – as subclasses of the concept f:FuzzyVariable; for example, the concept ED:Age is deﬁned
as the subclass of the f_constraint:FuzzyConstrainedVariable, the concept ED:Age is linked via the object property f_con-
straint:isd to the f_constraint: AgeConstrainingRelation (see Fig. 8);
 a constraining fuzzy relation ontology:a part of this ontology is presented in Fig. 7, it provides a means to address two
challenges: approximation and personalization; this ontology is used to deﬁne constraining relations – elements R – in
the equation X isd R; the concepts f_contraint: AgeConstrainingRelation and f_contraint: ApproximationConstrainingRelation
are deﬁned here as subclasses of the concept f:FuzzyTerm; additionally the concepts f_contraint: Young, f_contraint: Mid-
dle_aged, f_contraint: Old, and f_contraint: About, f_contraint: Around, and f_contraint: Approximate are deﬁned there too;
the fact that these concepts are subclasses of the concept f:FuzzyTerm means that each of them is linked with its own
membership function, parameters of these functions reﬂect user’s unique perception of these concepts;
 domain ontologies:these ontologies represent knowledge about speciﬁc topics related to different aspects of prototype-
related facts and entities; the following ontologies are used:
 a location ontology – contains deﬁnitions of concepts location:Country, location:Province_State, and location:City;
 a school ontology – contains concepts describing different types of schools: school:ElementarySchool, school:JuniorHigh-
School, school:High School, school:University;
 a game ontology – deﬁnes the following concepts: product:Game, and two subclasses product:GameConsole, and prod-
uct: VideoGame.
 a namebook ontology – contains information about names that can be given to males and females; the concept name-
book:Gender, and the concept namebook:Name with two subclasses namebook:FemaleName and namebook:MaleName
are deﬁned here.
 rules:a number of rules are used together with the ontology (for more details see Section 8.2.2):
 ontology-based rules – these are rules built based on concepts and relations deﬁned in domain ontologies, they provide
a means to represent more complex relationships between concept;
 relation speciﬁc rules – there rules are built based on relation and constraining ontologies; in the presented example
these are fuzzy IF-THEN rules.8.1.2. Inference engine
The Inference Engine is implemented with Jess as the generic reasoner and FuzzyJ as the relation speciﬁc reasoner. Jess is
well-known rule engine that is developed in Java by Ernest Friedman-Hill at Sandia National Laboratories in Livemore, CA
[11]. FuzzyJ is a set of Java libraries developed by the National Research Council of Canada’s Institute for Information Tech-
nology [25]. FuzzyJ is capable of representing fuzzy concepts and performing fuzzy reasoning. When used with Jess, FuzzyJ
extends the capability of Jess to perform inference with fuzzy logic.
Another component of the Inference Engine is SWRLJessBridge. SWRLJessBridge is an API developed by Martin O’Connor
from Stanford School of Medicine and is part of Protege-OWL. This API allows users to translate all SWRL rules and related
OWL knowledge into a Jess format knowledge base, to invoke Jess rule engine in order to execute the rules, and to generate
new knowledge that can be put back to the original ontology.
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 translation of all the SWRL rules and OWL knowledge facts into the Jess engine format using SWRLJessBridge;
 loading relation speciﬁc rules in order to build fuzzy relations and fuzzy information;
 running the Jess rule engine and generating new facts;
 writing the newly generated facts back to the original OWL-based ontology.
8.2. Utilization of CW-based system
This section describes a simple interaction with the prototype CW system. It illustrates the system’s ability to deduce new
facts, and to respond to a single question about John asked ﬁrst by Joelle, and then by Javis.
8.2.1. Known knowledge
Before the details of interaction with the CW-based system are shown, there is a need to present the information that the
system already ‘‘knows”. The following pieces of information are expressed in the ontology:
 ‘‘simple” facts (instances of ontology concepts), examples of these facts are:
 Edmonton, London, San Francisco – instances of location:City;
 Canada, United Kingdom, United States – instances of location:Country;
 John, Javis, Joelle – instances of ED:Person;
 Queen Elizabeth – an instance of school:HighSchool;
 Xbox360, PlayStation2, GameBoyAdvance – instances (together with prices) of product:GameConsole;
 Iron Phoenix, NHL 2006, BeatDown_FistofVengeance – instances (also with prices) of product:VideoGames;
 ‘‘complex” facts represented by relations (links) between ontology instances, an example is:
 Edmonton is in Canada – a relation of In(City, Country);
 approximation-related concepts that are used to build X isr R constraints:
 fuzzy constrained variables – JohnAge, Joelle_spendingPreference, Javis _spendingPreference (instances of concepts
ED:Age, ED:SpendingPreference);
 fuzzy constraining relations – ED:young, ED:about_16, about_300_dollars, about_50_dollars (instances of concepts f_con-
straint:Young, f_constraint:About);
 implicit and deduced facts (automatic extraction of information):
 Queen Elizabeth is High School – due to the fact that Queen Elizabeth is an instance of High School;
 John is male – the result of deduction (RULE_A below);
8.2.2. Rules
The rules that are used in the example are of two types: the rules that are built based on the concepts deﬁned in the
Explanatory Ontology, and the rules that are related to the fuzzy relation ontology. The following rules are part of the
ontology:
 RULE_A:
ED:Person(?x) ^ ED:ﬁrstName(?x, ?n) ^ namebook:forGender(?n, ?g)
! namebook: gender(?x, ?g)
 RULE_B:
ED:Person(?x) ^ namebook:forGender(?x, Male) ^ ED:Age(?a1)
^ ED:age(?x, ?a1) ^ f_constraint:isd(?a1, young) ^ product: Games(?g)
! ED:likes(?x, ?g)
 RULE_C:
ED:Person(?x) ^ school:HighSchool(?h) ^ location:City(?c)
^ ED:studyIn(?x, ?h) ^ ED:Location(?h, ?c)
! ED:liveIn(?x, ?c)
 RULE_D:
ED:Person(?x) ^ ED:HighSchool(?h) ^ ED:studyIn(?x, ?h)
^ ED:Age(?a1) ^ ED:age(?x, ?a1)
! f_constraint:isd(?a1, ED:about_16)
The fuzzy related rules are:
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A isd B ^ B is subset of C
! A isd C
(if A is represented by set B and set C contains set B then A is also represented by set C)
 RULE_F:
A buys gift for B ^ A has spending preference X
^ B likes C ^ C meets spending preference X
! A is recommended to buy C
 RULE_G:
price of C has membership value >¼ 0:5 of the fuzzy set representing the spending preference X
! C meets spending preference X
8.2.3. Part I – New information
When the sentence John studies in Queen Elizabeth is entered into the system, it triggers, ‘‘ﬁring” of some rules which
induce the following new facts:
 John lives in Edmonton – the result of deduction (RULE_C);
 John is about_16 – the result of deduction (RULE_D);Fig. 11. The instance Joelle – a snapshot of the ontology BEFORE the inference process occurred (white boxes represent deﬁnitions of concepts, gray boxes
represent instances).
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 John likes games – the result of deduction (RULE_B), this also leads to the fact that John likes all the instances of the con-
cept Games.
8.2.4. Part II – Query
The next part of this example is about asking the questionWhat to buy for John? This question is asked by two relatives of
John: Javis who lives in San Francisco, and Joelle who lives in London. An instance of the concept ED:customer that deﬁnes
Joelle is presented in Fig. 11. Its most important object property is the link ED:preference that represents the triple
hED : Person; ED : preference; ED : SpendingPreferencei – the ED:Person is Joelle, and the ED:SpendingPreference is Joelle_spend-
ingPreference. As we can see in Fig. 11, the instance Joelle_spendingPreference is the component X of the generalized constraint
X isd R, and the instance about_300_dollars of the constraining variable f_constraint:About is its component R. So, it represents
the constraint ‘‘Joelle_spendingPreference isd about_300_dollars”.
Once the inference processed occurred, new instances and relations are created. The state of the ontology after that is
presented in Fig. 12. When compared with Fig. 11, we can say that a new link has been created. The link
ED:isRecommendedToBuy links Joelle with the suggested product to buy – the instance product: xbox360. The instance that
represents Javis is very much the same except that the generalized constraint includes the instance about_50_dollars.
Both Joelle and Javis asked the same question but the system responded differently. In the case of Joelle, the system
pointed to the game component with the price of $299:99 – Xbox360. For Javis, the response was the game BeatDown_Fis-
tofVengeance for $29:99. The fragment of the ontology representing John after all information was entered and the question
was asked by Joelle is presented in Fig. 13. The most interesting fact is the ‘‘expansion” of the instance John. This extended
instance has a number of object properties (links) connecting John to the instances of product ontology: product:xbox360,
product:NHL_2006, product:playstation2, and so on. Fig. 13 shows the deﬁned constrains X isd R, and induced links (dashed
lines).Fig. 12. The instance Joelle – a snapshot of the ontology AFTER the inference process occurred (white boxes represent deﬁnitions of concepts, gray boxes
represent instances).
Fig. 13. Explanatory ontology after the inference process (white boxes represent deﬁnitions of concepts, gray boxes represent instances).
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The concept of application of ontology to represent explanatory databases and build CW-based systems has been pre-
sented in the paper. The approach brings a number of beneﬁts:
 it enhances semantics of propositions used in CW: each term of a proposition is an instance of ontology concept and this
means that semantics of the term is well deﬁned by its ontological deﬁnition; the ontological deﬁnition brings additional
information in the form of relations this term has with other terms (their ontological deﬁnitions);
 it introduces a very simple way of personalization of constraining relations: constraining relations are deﬁned using ontol-
ogy deﬁnitions and any speciﬁc statements and propositions are instances of these deﬁnitions; these instances are con-
structed by a single individual or a group of individuals and can represent distinctive perceptions of concepts and terms;
 it provides a universal homogenous way of representing propositions and rules – proposed XML-based ontology speciﬁ-
cation languages (RDF, OWL) give a universal addressing scheme and a universal information format; this means that
propositions and rules can be ‘‘process” by any inference engine, that is built to use ontology speciﬁcation languages,
on virtually any machine.
All these properties together create a very rich environment for specifying perceptions. This environment increases
expressiveness of CW statements and reasoning capabilities of inference engines.
The paper also describes an architecture for CW-based systems. The architecture uses a number of ontologies to represent
knowledge and information. A type of constraints that can be used in a CW-based system depends on a type of relation and
constraining ontologies used to build the explanatory ontology. Additionally, such a system contains an inference engine
with a number of reasoners.
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